The K to 12 Program has greatly brought a positive impact in the education of the Filipino learners. The curriculum has different tracks and one of those is the Technical-Vocational-Livelihood Track, popularly known as TVL. This track entails the specialization in various skills concerning TVL.

An individual may go to the right track once he or she is enrolled in any strand and specialization under the TVL track for the following valid reasons:

The enrollment in the TVL track may secure an employment after Senior High School. TVL teaches skills in various strands namely Home Economics, Information and Communication, Agri-Fishery Arts and Industrial Arts. Notably, under these strands are different specializations to meet the needs and inclinations of the learners. Indeed, TVL paves the way for more productive life.

The TVL track is a preparation for college in taking up courses related to technical, vocational and livelihood. This means that the students in the Senior High School are being given ample knowledge, being bestowed with sufficient skills and being entrusted with competencies that are useful in the world of work or even in the practical life. TVL is truly a foundation before someone goes to college to meet more challenging endeavors.

TVL track may be the way for someone to earn income or money someday. This connotes that there are skills that are being transferred or planted in every learner. The skill may depend on the specialization where the student is into. If the skill is learned and
imbibed then it can be used to work or make a business. So, there comes the income. This shows that we learn practical knowledge and competencies in TVL.

It is possible to dream big in TVL since it is the preparation in working onshore and offshore. A lot of working opportunities are at available here and abroad if someone is in TVL track. This means that the skills being taught in TVL are relevant and are used locally and globally in various parts of the world. There are countries hiring Overseas Filipino Workers and if a certain person has attained any skill from TVL then a greener pasture may definitely be on hands. TVL answers to the great demands here and abroad.

The TESDA Certification is gained through TVL, achieving the Certificates of Competency and National Certifications. With these distinctions the holder of the said certificates may qualify to work and be eligible to perform the skills studied under the TVL. CC and NC holders are indeed recognized and are fit to perform specific competencies.

TVL is creating positive perception in life. Having discovered and enhanced skills that are fitted for work may inspire the students and may lead them to the right way of life. Through TVL Strand, the students are learning, doing and improving. Thus, TVL is a way to a brighter future in life.

Truly, Technical-Vocational-Livelihood Track otherwise known as TVL is one of the possible means to the right path and it is the way for a productive and successful future.
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